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Introduction

For more than a half century the Hicks-Hansen IS-LM paradigm has been a resilient pedagogical tool for teaching macroeconomic relationships, although it generally has not been used to teach regional economic relationships per se. A commodity market generally is specified from which an IS curve is derived; then a money market is specified from which an LM curve is derived. The IS curve typically is represented (although not always) as negatively sloped, whereas the LM curve typically is represented as positively sloped. Synthesizing the two markets (curves) generates a general equilibrium for the system. Various monetary and fiscal policies then are examined within such a framework. In addition, researchers often have couched empirical studies of the effects of various government policies, such as deficit spending within such frameworks.

As a rule, the IS-LM model is nested within the context of a small country case (a situation in which the effects of changes within the country do not spill into other economies in such a way as to significantly affect those economies and thereby cause feedback effects). That is, if country 1 experiences economic growth, its imports from country 2 may increase but not enough to raise country 2’s income sufficiently to create a feedback that would influence country 1’s income in a significant way. Thus, country 1’s economy is so small that it has negligible effects on other economies, which in turn do not significantly impact country 1’s economy.

But in the reality of regional economic systems within the same nation, feedbacks are common because regional economies tend to be linked significantly through export-import relationships (Siebert, 1969; Hoover and Giarratani, 1984), through financial markets (Barth, 1991; Cebula and Zaharoff, 1974), or through other mechanisms (Vedder, 1976). There are many varieties of spillovers and subsequent feedback effects between regional systems. Although such relationships can be represented in a proximal fashion mathematically, mathematics can fail to provide the regional economics student with a comprehensible picture and fundamental appreciation of the economic interrelationships between regions.
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Regional economics textbooks and related teaching materials generally do not treat regional income determination in a way that meaningfully reflects interregional feedbacks and spillovers; rather, they typically use a simple open-economy, small country case Keynesian model to reflect the determination of income within a region (Nourse, 1968; Richardson, 1969). Alternatively, the determination of a region's income is treated mathematically in a way that is beyond the comprehension of many undergraduate students, even advanced undergraduates (Siebert, 1969).

The present paper argues that the basic IS-LM framework can be recast to provide the regional economics student with a straightforward picture of regional income determination and interregional economic interdependence, complete with both economic spillovers and feedbacks. This note seeks to develop such a framework, which we argue will be able to demonstrate interregional economic interdependence, spillovers, and feedbacks to the student without the use of relatively complex mathematics beyond the scope of many undergraduate students. The analysis provided below is aimed at students in advanced undergraduate or beginning graduate regional economics courses.

A Simple Model

Let the economy consist of two interdependent regions, region 1 and region 2. These two regions are economically interdependent in both the commodity and financial markets through import-export relationships and through interregional flows of loanable funds. We assume perfect interregional capital mobility: over time, interregional interest rate differentials elicit flows of funds that continue until the incentive to move between the regions is eliminated (i.e., until the interest rate differentials are eliminated). International economic relations are not included in the model in the interest of simplicity; they easily could be, although at the risk of making the model cumbersome.

In region 1, the level of aggregate income (Y1) is equal in equilibrium to the sum of region 1's aggregate consumer spending within region 1 by region 1's inhabitants (C1) plus aggregate investment in new plant and equipment within region 1 (I1) plus local government outlays within region 1 (L1G) plus federal government outlays within region 1 (F1G) plus exports from region 1 to region 2 (X12) minus imports from region 2 into region 1 (R21). This commodity market equilibrium condition is given in equation (1):

\[(1) \quad Y1 = C1 + I1 + L1G + F1G + X12 - R21.\]

Following the usual analysis of macroeconomic relationships, it is expected that consumer spending in region 1 (C1) is related directly to the level of aggregate disposable income in region 1 (Yd1) and related
inversely to the interest rate prevailing in region 1 \((i1)\), whereas investment in region 1 \((i1)\) is related inversely to the region 1 interest rate:

\[(2) \quad C1 = C1(Yd1, i1), \quad 1 > C1_{Yd1} > 0, \quad C1_{i1} < 0\]

\[(3) \quad i1 = i1(i1), \quad i1'(i1) < 0.\]

where subscripts represent partial derivatives.

In addition, consistent with traditional macroeconomic analysis, it is expected that local government outlays in region 1 \((L1G)\) and federal government outlays in region 1 \((F1G)\) are both exogenous:

\[(4) \quad L1G = L1G0\]

\[(5) \quad F1G = F1G0.\]

Next, also consistent with conventional macroeconomic analysis, it is hypothesized that region 1’s imports from region 2 \((R21)\) are related directly to region 1’s aggregate income \((Y1)\) and that region 1’s exports to region 2 \((X12)\) are related directly to region 2’s aggregate income \((Y2)\), such that:

\[(6) \quad X12 = X12(Y2), \quad 1 > X12'(Y2) > 0\]

\[(7) \quad R21 = R21(Y1), \quad 1 > R21'(Y1) > 0.\]

The IS curve for region 1 corresponding to equations (1) through (7) above is given in the left panel of Figure 1. The IS curve \((IS1'\) in this instance) is shown to be downward sloping.

The financial market for region 1 is represented in equations (8) through (10). In this market, the supply of funds/money available within region 1 \((SF1)\) is equal to the demand for funds/money from within region 1 \((DF1)\) in equilibrium:

\[(8) \quad SF1 = DF1.\]

In this market, the supply of funds within region 1 \((SF1)\) consists of an exogenous (public policy) component \((S1)\) and an endogenous component \((SF1(i1, i2))\). With respect to the latter, an increase in region 1’s interest rate \((i1)\), \textit{ceteris paribus}, induces an increase in the supply of available funds from within region 1 (as the opportunity cost of holding idle funds increases) and also attracts funds into region 1 from region 2, as the owners of said funds send those funds to the area offering the highest return (interest rate). Similarly, as the interest rate in region 2 \((i2)\) rises, \textit{ceteris paribus}, the supply of funds available within region 1
declines (as the owners of those funds send them to region 2, where a higher rate of interest can be earned):

\[ (9) \text{SF}_1 = \text{S1} + \text{SF}_1 \ {i_1, i_2}, \text{SF}_{11} > 0, \text{SF}_{12} < 0. \]

Finally, in accord with conventional macroeconomics, the demand for funds from within region 1 (DF1) is related directly to region 1’s aggregate income (Y1) and related inversely to region 1’s interest rate:

\[ (10) \text{DF}_1 = \text{DF}_{11} \ (Y_1, i_1), \text{DF}_{11} > 0, \text{DF}_{12} < 0. \]

The money market equilibrium curve (LM curve) for region 1 is given in the left panel of Figure 1 by curve LM1’. In accordance with standard macroeconomic analysis, this curve is positively sloped.

Region 2’s economy is constructed in a parallel fashion to region 1’s. In the case of region 2, Y2 is the aggregate income in region 2, C2 is aggregate consumption within region 2 by region 2 inhabitants, I2 is aggregate investment in new plant and equipment within region 2, L2G is local government outlays in region 2, F2G represents federal government outlays in region 2, X21 is exports from region 2 into region 1, R12 is imports from region 1 into region 2, SF2 is the supply of available funds in region 2, S2 is the exogenous component of SF2, and DF2 is the demand for funds in region 2.

The commodity market for region 2 is given by:

\[ (11) Y_2 = C_2 + I_2 + L2G + F2G + X21 - R12 \]

\[ (12) C_2 = C_2(Yd_2, i_2), 1 > C_{2Yd_2} > 0, C_{2i_2} < 0 \]

\[ (13) I_2 = I_2(i_2), I_{2i_2'(i_2)} < 0 \]

\[ (14) L2G = L2G_0 \]

\[ (15) F2G = F2G_0 \]

\[ (16) X21 = X21(Y_1), 1 > X_{21'(Y_1)} > 0 \]

\[ (17) R12 = R12(Y_2), 1 > R_{12'(Y_2)} > 0. \]

The IS curve for this region initially is provided in the right panel of Table 1 by the negatively sloped curve IS2’.

Similarly, region 2’s financial market is constructed in a parallel fashion to region 1’s and is described by:

\[ (18) \text{SF}_2 = \text{DF}_2 \]

75
(19) \[ SF2 = S2 + SF2(i1, i2), SF2_{i1} < 0, SF2_{i2} > 0 \]

(20) \[ DF2 = DF2(Y2, i2), DF2_{Y2} > 0, DF2_{i2} < 0. \]

The LM curve for region 2 is provided in the right panel of Figure 1 by curve LM2'. LM2' is positively sloped, in accordance with the conventional wisdom.

Combined, the right and left panels of Figure 1 represent the jointly determined full general equilibrium among the markets in the two interdependent economies. Region 1 is in equilibrium at \((Y1', i1')\) at the intersection of curves IS1' and LM1'. Region 2 is in equilibrium at \((Y2', i2')\) at the intersection of curves LM2' and IS2'. Given perfect capital mobility, \(i1' = i2'\) in a state of full equilibrium.

The key to this system is the interdependence between the regions, as reflected in large measure by the interdependence of the IS and LM curves. Thus, for example, a change in \(Y2\) shifts the IS curve in region 1:

- As \(Y2\) rises, IS1 shifts to the right as region 2 imports more from region 1;
- As \(Y2\) declines, IS1 shifts to the left as region 2 reduces its imports from region 1.

Naturally, changes in region 1's income will exercise similar effects on region 2:

- As \(Y1\) rises (falls), region 2's IS curve shifts to the right (left) as region 1 imports more (less) from region 2.

In the financial markets, interregional linkages shift the LM schedules. For instance, if \(i2\) rises (starting from an equilibrium state), funds move from region 1 to region 2. This shifts LM1 to the left and LM2 to the right. Alternatively, if \(i1\) rises (starting from an equilibrium state), funds move from region 2 to region 1, shifting LM1 to the right and LM2 to the left.

Finally, we observe that this analysis treats the interest rate within each region as being at least partially endogenous. Such endogeneity is suggested in the literature (Barth, 1991; Belton and Cebula, 1993; Cebula and Zaharoff, 1974; Chou, et al. 1994) and in the data sources (OTS, 1989).

**An Application**

To illustrate the use (application) of this model, consider Figure 2, where the economy is initially in equilibrium at point A with coordinates \((Y1', i1')\) for region 1 and at point A' with coordinates \((Y2', i2')\) for region 2 with perfect capital mobility so that \(i1' = i2'\). To provide the student with a proximal grasp of economic spillovers and feedbacks, let the exoge-
nous level of federal government spending in region 2 (F2G) rise from F2G0 to F2G1. This policy initially shifts IS2 from IS2' to IS2".

Region 2 initially moves toward a higher interest rate (i2") and a higher income level (Y2"). The rising income level in region 2 results in increased imports into region 2 from region 1. This increased importing by region 2 in turn shifts the IS schedule in region 1 to the right, say, from IS1' to IS1". This change (increase) in region 1's exports to region 2 is equal to:

$$R12'(Y2) \times (Y2''-Y2').$$

Region 1's IS schedule shifts to the right by the amount

$$R12'(Y2) \times (Y2''-Y2') \times \text{(region 1' simple spending multiplier)}.$$ 

At the same time, the rising interest rate level being generated in region 2 acts to attract funds from region 1, thereby shifting curve LM1' to the left and curve LM2' equally to the right.

The nature and extent of subsequent economic feedbacks will depend on whether the new IS-LM intersection in region 1 lies to the right, above, or to the left of income level Y1'. If the new IS1-LM1 intersection lies to the right of Y1', then the increased income in region 1 will stimulate imports from region 2 into region 1, thereby further shifting the IS2 schedule to the right of IS2". As region 2's income grows, imports from region 1 to region 2 will grow further, shifting the IS1 curve still further to the right (of IS1\"). The final outcome will involve interest rates

$$i1^* = i2^* \text{ such that } i2'' > i1^* = i2^* > i1' = i2'.$$

In region 1, the final outcome likely will lie within the boundaries of triangle ABC. That is, given the assumption that the new IS1 = LM1 intersection lies at an income level in excess of Y1', that the final equilibrium IS1 - LM1 intersection must lie below i2" and above i1'(which = i2"), and that the final LM1 curve must lie to the left of LM1', the final solution for region 1 likely will be within the area bounded by ABC.

In region 2, the final solution under these conditions lies at an interest rate i2 between i2' and i2", along an IS curve to the right of IS2", and along an LM curve to the right of LM2'; most likely, this final equilibrium will lie within the shaded area in the right panel of Figure 2.

**Extensions**

The model could be extended to allow for interregional interest rate differentials resulting from perceived risk differentials, information costs, lock-in effects of capital gains taxation, and other impediments to perfect capital mobility. Such an analysis could be couched within the
context of a mobility cost constraint, such as that found in the studies by Gatons and Cebula (1972) and Gallaway and Cebula (1973). Moreover, with modifications, such a framework could be useful in helping to demonstrate potential effects of international trade agreements, such as a NAFTA.
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Figure 2—Interregional Responses

Diagram showing the interaction between IS and LM curves across different regions. The diagrams illustrate the shifts in IS and LM curves, indicating changes in interest rates and income levels between regions 1 and 2.
PEDAGOGY

The editors of *Regional Science Perspectives* wish to encourage our readers to submit their suggestions/techniques for improving the teaching and learning environment in courses devoted to regional science. Papers submitted may describe new data sources appropriate for class exercises, applied techniques designed to illustrate facets of our discipline, new software utilized in the classroom environment, or, simply, new perspectives on presenting the core concepts of our courses. While not undergoing the usual blind review process, the editors and editorial board will try to maintain a level of utility and clarity as well as a lack of redundancy in publishing submissions. We hope this section of *RSP* becomes a regular feature for the exchange of pedagogic techniques designed to stimulate nascent scholars in our discipline.